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A Legislative Order

To Appoint the Standing Committees of the Fifty Third Student Senate of
Louisiana State University

1 Pending a simple majority (one-half plus one) vote of approval from
2 the Senate, the membership of the six standing committees of the
3 Senate shall be as follows:

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 11
Tuesdays at 6PM
Samantha Staggs, of MDA, Chair
Javin Bowman, of HSS, Vice Chair

BUDGET AND
APPROPRIATIONS 12
Mondays at 6PM
Olivia Taylor, of Science, Chair
Colin Raby, of Engineering, Vice-Chair

LO 17
Tori Crockett, of HSS
Christopher Cronin, of Engineering
Matthew Kohn, of UCFY
Rachel Lautigar, of Graduate School
Preslie Addeo, of HSS
Parker Loy, of Manship
Clint Parr IV, of UCAC

Heidi Reed, of UCFY
Amachi Obodoechina, of MDA

CAMPUS AFFAIRS AND SUSTAINABILITY 14
Tuesdays at 7PM
Harris Quadir, of Art & Design, Chair
Matthew McClure, of Art & Design, Vice Chair
Karissa Chen, of UCAC
Alex Foreman, of Engineering
Nicole Nguyen, of UCFY
Gordon Wilson, of Engineering
Anna Strong, of UCFY
Xander DuPlooy, of Science
Angelle Smith, of HSS
Irene Mart Gil, of Graduate School
Jacob Ellis, of Graduate School
McKinley Cobb, of UCFY
Carie Fralick, of HSE
Piper Miller, of UCFY

STUDENT AUXILIARIES AND SERVICES 12
Mondays at 7PM
Taylor Perrodin, of Agriculture, Chair
Olivia Devall, of HSS, Vice-Chair
Christopher MacDowell, of UCFY
Carianne Asberry, of UCFY
Evan Antie, of UCAC
Adam Dohrenwend, of Graduate School
Emily McComas, of Vet School
Syed Hasan, of Graduate School
Nikki Manuel, of UCFY
Harrison Cunningham, of Graduate School
John Burkes, of UCFY
Trinity Saltaformaggio, of HSE

STUDENT LIFE, DIVERSITY, AND COMMUNITY OUTREACH 14

RULES
Mondays at 5PM

Julius Pallotta, of Engineering, Chair

Everett Craddock, of Engineering, Vice Chair

Daniela Sestich, of HSS
Jordan Landry, of Graduate School
Madison Gregory, of Agriculture
Subbah Mir, of Graduate School
Sashank Muley, of Graduate School
Miles McLendon, of HSS
John Griswold, of UCFY
Munjed Isa, of UCFY
Aldelodun Majekobaje, of Graduate School
Priyenka Patel, of UCAC
Abby Cramond, of Agriculture
Allyson Cobb, of UCFY

Tuesdays at 8PM

SPT Alexandra Basse, of Engineering, Chair
Devin Meche, of Science, Vice Chair
Samantha Staggs, of MDA
Olivia Taylor, of Science
Harris Quadir, of Art and Design
Taylor Perrodin, of Agriculture
Julius Pallotta, of Engineering

APPROVED:

[Signature]

MARINA COLE
Speaker of the Senate
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